
            

2023 NFL SCOUTING COMBINE 2023 NFL SCOUTING COMBINE PREVIEW!PREVIEW!

WHAT IS THE COMBINE?WHAT IS THE COMBINE?

If you’re just joining us, welcome to the peak of the NFL Draft season! With the 2022 NFL season
officially in the books and the college All-Star games (Senior Bowl, East-West Shrine Game) in our
rearview mirror, we've now reached the pinnacle of the draft process: the 2023 NFL Scouting Combine
in Indianapolis.

Following back-to-back COVID-stricken years, the event appears to be returning to normalcy in its 36th
year. The highly unique and anticipated event offers a platform for players to put their talents, traits, and
football IQ on full display in front of all 32 teams in hopes of boosting their draft stock come April 27.

The combine will feature 319 eligible prospects as well as local and national media coverage that couldThe combine will feature 319 eligible prospects as well as local and national media coverage that could
rival the Super Bowl. In short, the week-long event is the most attended, watched, and beneficial part ofrival the Super Bowl. In short, the week-long event is the most attended, watched, and beneficial part of
the entire draft cycle for both players and evaluators. the entire draft cycle for both players and evaluators. 

Team representatives have often said the combine is the most advantageous chapter of the pre-draft
process thanks to the invaluable player access. Before they even touch the field, the players are first
put through an orientation period held by the NFLPA, followed by team interviews and general medical
examinations. Players are also put through an exam known as the "Wonderlic Test," which is used to
measure the cognitive ability and problem-solving aptitude for a range of traits and character
tendencies.

They’re then split up into eight positional groups before being weighed and measured. Quarterbacks,
running backs, wide receivers/tight ends, offensive linemen, defensive linemen, linebackers, defensive
backs, and kickers/special teams.

Each player is examined through various measurements such as height, weight, wingspan, hand size,
and arm length. This part of the process has been humorously dubbed "The Underwear Olympics.”

THE DRILLS THAT MATTER MOSTTHE DRILLS THAT MATTER MOST

Following the weigh-ins and medical examinations, the real action starts with each position group hitting
the field to test their athletic prowess. Players are put through various tests to help showcase to
coaches their on-field abilities and propensity to quickly learn and adapt.

The most coveted drills from a scouting perspective are the 40-yard dash, 3-cone drill, bench press,
broad jump, 20-yard shuttle, and vertical jump, which often help coaches better understand a
prospect's true athletic ability along with their potential to be molded and developed once drafted.
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Over the years, out of all the various tests, the 40-yard dash has become the most popular drill to follow
by the media and fans. Last year, Baylor defensive back Kalon Barnes ran the fastest time with a 4.23,
a hundredth of a second shy of the current combine record held by wideout John Ross from
Washington, who ran a blazing 4.22 in 2017. 

Often, fans clamor over the speedsters during the week-long event; however, many will argue a
player's straight-line speed often does not equate to success at the next level. Recent results have
shown this to be true. Of the top-10 fastest combine times recorded, only one player has ever gone on
to receive a Pro Bowl nomination.

Running back Chris Jones ran a 4.24 in 2008 and went on to have a successful career with the
Tennessee Titans after being drafted 24th overall. Johnson used his speed to track down three Pro
Bowl honors along with being named Offensive Player of the Year in just his second season. Johnson
still holds the third-fastest 40-yard dash time in combine history but is an outlier when it comes to
combine speed and a player's projection of achievements in the NFL.

Over the past 23 years, not one player who currently sits in the top-10 fastest combine sprint times hasOver the past 23 years, not one player who currently sits in the top-10 fastest combine sprint times has
received a second contract with the team they were drafted by outside of Johnson. Straight-line speedreceived a second contract with the team they were drafted by outside of Johnson. Straight-line speed
is far more entertaining for the fans than it is for prospect evaluators.is far more entertaining for the fans than it is for prospect evaluators.

University of Texas-San Antonio cornerback Tariq Woolen, who was drafted last year by the Seattle
Seahawks, is currently on track to follow in Johnson's footsteps. Woolen not only ran the sixth fastest
combine time ever recorded, but he also put together one of the best rookie seasons by a defensive
back in the league last year. The former track star finished the season second in rookie of the year
voting and proved to be one of the steals of the draft after falling all the way to the fifth round.

Perhaps the most accurate way to assess a prospect's true potential based on his athletic testing is by
looking at his explosion numbers. Drills such as the broad jump, 20-yard shuttle, and 3-cone, for
example, help showcase a player's short-area explosion. As we’ve learned, this correlates to beneficial
traits a player needs on a down-by-down basis in the NFL far more than running in a straight line can.

Last year, prospects such as Aidan Hutchinson, Daxton Hill, Kyle Hamitlon, Jalen Pitre, and ChristianLast year, prospects such as Aidan Hutchinson, Daxton Hill, Kyle Hamitlon, Jalen Pitre, and Christian
Watson all excelled in multiple explosion drills and went on to have instant success during their rookieWatson all excelled in multiple explosion drills and went on to have instant success during their rookie
campaign. After seeing all five of these players selected within the top-50 picks in the 2022 draft, it'scampaign. After seeing all five of these players selected within the top-50 picks in the 2022 draft, it's
clear that NFL teams have recognized the significance of these trends as well. clear that NFL teams have recognized the significance of these trends as well. 

A PLATFORM FOR PROSPECTSA PLATFORM FOR PROSPECTS

While the saying "trust the tape" still rings true with prospect evaluators, it is important to not ignore the
years of game film these prospects have put on display. The combine results have a tendency to
influence evaluators and help narrow their search for players who match their specific scheme or
desired traits. 

Between Wonderlic quizzes, team interviews, and on-field testing, the combine has become a prime
example of the lengths teams are willing to go to do their due diligence before investing valuable draft
capital.

And, while the combine will always be just one piece of the overall draft puzzle, it will continue to
provide coaches with a rare glimpse into each prospect's mental and athletic profiles, while also
providing over 300 players with a spotlight to make their case for why they are deserving of hearing
their name called on draft weekend. 

BOTTOM LINEBOTTOM LINE



There’s a reason the NFL Draft has gained such popularity over the last decade. Last year's openingLast year's opening
round averaged 10.03 million viewers across ESPN, ABC, and NFL Network. The highly watched eventround averaged 10.03 million viewers across ESPN, ABC, and NFL Network. The highly watched event
was on par with the final round of the Masters, Daytona 500, and NCAA Final Four tournament. was on par with the final round of the Masters, Daytona 500, and NCAA Final Four tournament. This is
the time of year when fans cheer on their front offices to find the next diamond in the rough that
emerges as a future Hall of Fame talent. 

As we’ve seen in the past, one good offseason can catapult any team from worst to first, and adding a
talented draft haul can often be the catalyst to a successful future outlook for any franchise.

Last year, it was widely agreed that three of the top draft classes came from the Seattle Seahawks,
Detroit Lions, and New York Jets. All three teams would find themselves in the "overachievers"
category by season's end after outperforming their preseason predictions from national
experts. Coincidence? We think not.

With this year's first overall pick, the Chicago Bears have the upper hand. What general manager Ryan
Poles does first will set the wheels in motion for what will surely be another impactful ripple effect in the
NFL landscape for years to come.

NFL Combine Event Details NFL Combine Event Details 
DATE:DATE: February 28-March 6
LOCATION: LOCATION: Indianapolis, Indiana 
STADIUM: STADIUM: Lucas Oil Stadium 
TV:TV: NFL Network

The on-field workouts will be held from March 2-5. NFL Network will have coverage of each day's
session.

Here's a breakdown of the on-field portion of the NFL Scouting Combine schedule: Here's a breakdown of the on-field portion of the NFL Scouting Combine schedule: 

Thursday, March 2 – 3 pm ET: Defensive linemen and linebackers
Friday, March 3 – 3 pm ET: Defensive backs and specialists
Saturday, March 4 – 1 pm ET: Quarterbacks, wide receivers, tight ends
Sunday, March 5 – 1 pm ET: Offensive linemen and running backs

5 PLAYERS 5 PLAYERS WHO WILL IMPROVE THEIR STOCK THE MOSTWHO WILL IMPROVE THEIR STOCK THE MOST

Out of this year’s draft class, there are a number of players who should test very well, combining
their size and athleticism to show the type of player they can become. Similarly, there are a

number of players who may have great film but lack the ideal athletic traits. The combine can be
a place for them to prove the doubters wrong. 

Which players stand out at this year’s combine will be up for debate for weeks to come, but
here’s an early look at those who are expected to flash the most in Indy.

5) 5) Andre Carter II, EDGE, ArmyAndre Carter II, EDGE, Army

On the field, Carter resembles a windmill, flying by blockers and into the



backfield with his 6-foot-10 wingspan. Receiving zero offers in high school,
Carter switched positions, moving from tight end to linebacker, before
attending the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, N.Y.

Now talent evaluators see him as a raw project oozing with potential after
finishing 2021 tied for the number-one pass rush grade in the country (Pro
Football Focus) with Aidan Hutchinson, who was drafted second overall
and trailed only Alabama’s Will Anderson for the most sacks in the country
(15.5).

Coming off a quieter 2022 campaign in which he only played nine games,
Carter should boost his stock in Indy, be widely regarded as one of the
most athletic pass rushers at the combine, and become Army’s first player
selected in round one in 86 years.

4) 4) Quentin Johnston, WR, TCUQuentin Johnston, WR, TCU

With the arm length of a pterodactyl, Johnston will turn heads before he
even touches a football at the early morning weigh-ins. A true height-
weight-speed specimen, he possesses all of the physical tools that teams
seek in a true big-bodied alpha, number one wideout in today's game. 

Johnston is a jump-ball specialist and plays above the rim with his 42"
vertical. Perhaps more impressive is the fact that he is rumored to run a
sub-4.4 40-yard dash. With movement skills like that and the physical tools
to match, Johnston walks out of Indianapolis as the clear-cut number one
wide receiver in the class.

3) Dawand Jones, OT, Ohio State3) Dawand Jones, OT, Ohio State

Catch him in the right spot at the right time, and Jones is a man who can
block out the sun while standing upright. With a rumored measurement of
6'8" and 275 pounds at the Senior Bowl, Jones is gunning for the biggest
and baddest player of the entire class.

While we’ve seen linemen come close to the size of Jones before, no one
has duplicated his 89.5" wingspan, which would be a new combine record.
Currently, his teammate, Paris Johnson Jr., is the consensus more refined
player of the two. But Jones offers the sheer size that coaches just can’t
teach and will likely push him up their rankings when they get a glimpse of
his sheer size and raw power.

2) Darnell Washington, TE, Georgia2) Darnell Washington, TE, Georgia

You can’t draw up a tight end better than Washington, who will leave the
combine as the biggest tight end of his peers at 6'7" and 270 pounds.
What makes him more appealing is the fact he’ll also land in the 80th
percentile of tight ends in the 40-yard dash after running a 4.63 at
Georgia.



With soft hands and natural catching ability, Washington offers something
no other tight end can. The ability to act as a sixth offensive lineman when
blocking and as a vertical threat when asked to participate in the passing
game.

Arguably the best blocking tight end of the class, Washington will be the
talk of the town after displaying his smooth movement skills and may steal
the spotlight after being buried behind two all-conference Bulldog
teammates at Georgia.

1) Anthony Richardson, QB, Florida1) Anthony Richardson, QB, Florida

No other position has as much volatility during pre-draft workouts as
quarterbacks, which is why we frequently see players skip the all-star
games and combine, instead opting to work out for league scouts only at
their pro days.

Richardson isn't one of them, and he's ready to show the league the rocket
arm that he displayed at Florida last season. What’s more shocking is that
arm strength won’t even be his most breathtaking skill set. With his agility
and acceleration, Richardson put on display his straight-line speed in
college, rushing for over 1,000 yards in his only two seasons of play. 

If Richardson runs anywhere close to his rumored 4.48 40-yard dash, he
will not only be in the 99th percentile among all draft eligible signal callers
but will also fly up the draft boards and be the biggest winner of the over
300 players who attend the combine. 

Once projected as a day-two pick just weeks ago, Richardson has the raw
talent and physical tools to become a top-10 selection if he shows off in
Indy like he’s expected to.

COMBINE SUPERLATIVECOMBINE SUPERLATIVE  PREDICTIONSPREDICTIONS

Weight Room Warrior (Most Bench Reps)Weight Room Warrior (Most Bench Reps)
 
Andrew Vorhees, OG, USC:Andrew Vorhees, OG, USC: The four-year
starter put up a Trojan best of 40 bench reps
nearly two years ago. There's no telling how
much more powerful he’s gotten since then
as he looks to prove he’s the strongest

Speed Demon (Fastest 40)Speed Demon (Fastest 40)
  
Devon Achane, RB, Texas A&M:Devon Achane, RB, Texas A&M: A former
high school track star, where he ran a 10.12
100-meter dash! Achane is attempting to
break John Ross's combine record for the
fastest 40-yard dash (4.22).



player in the class.

Thunder & Lightning (Biggest, Strongest,Thunder & Lightning (Biggest, Strongest,
Fastest)Fastest)
 
Myles Murphy, DL, Clemson:Myles Murphy, DL, Clemson: According to
Clemson coaches, Murphy bench presses
405 pounds, power-cleans 335, and deadlifts
505. He has also vertically jumped 35 inches,
broad-jumped 10 feet, and consistently ran
the 40 in the high 4.5s.

With his combination of size and speed,
simply put, there isn’t a physical test that
shows Murphy isn’t the best athlete
performing for his position and weight class.

Swiss Army Knife (Most Versatile)Swiss Army Knife (Most Versatile)
  
Trenton Simpson, LB, Clemson: Trenton Simpson, LB, Clemson: Up to 240
pounds after playing at 220 his sophomore
season, Simpson didn’t lose a step and
landed on Bruce Feldman’s "Freaks List" this
past summer after displaying lightning speed
to go along with his 6% body fat. 

The Tigers' most versatile player, which
speaks volumes on a team with so much
talent, Simpson can tackle, blitz the passer,
and drop back in coverage. In fact, with so
much speed, Simpson often gets mistaken
for a cornerback, which will only boost his
stock in a pass-happy league.

Most to GainMost to Gain
 
Nolan Smith, Edge, Georgia:Nolan Smith, Edge, Georgia:  Nolan tore his
pectoral muscle after three games this
season, but he was on pace to finish among
the nation's top defensive ends.

If he can prove to teams' medical doctors
that he’s on track to be healthy by training
camp, Nolan could convince one team to
invest a late first-round pick on him this April
— a steal of a deal if Nolan plays to his

Most To LoseMost To Lose
  
Bryce Young, QB, Alabama: Bryce Young, QB, Alabama: It ain’t easy
being the consensus number one player in
the country, and when you’re at the top,
there’s only one place to go, and that’s
down. 
It’s true Young likely can't improve his draft
stock anymore than he already has, but he
can confirm what scouts have seen on tape,
which is an NFL arm, sound mechanics, and
an ability to adapt on the fly. 
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potential. Before his injury, he led the
Bulldogs in quarterback pressures while
landing on the watch list for the country's
Outland Trophy (best defensive lineman) and
Bronko Nagurski Trophy (best overall
defender).

Young will have his work cut out for him
though, as coaches will get their first real
look at other top quarterbacks on his heels
such as Kentucky’s Will Levis, Ohio State’s
C.J. Stroud, and Florida’s Anthony
Richardson.

NFL Draft 2023: What would it take to get the No. 1 pick from the Bears?NFL Draft 2023: What would it take to get the No. 1 pick from the Bears?

The NFL combine is getting started, and the Chicago Bears are open for business
with the number one pick in the NFL draft. CHICAGO - As soon as the Chicago
Bears landed the top pick in the 2023 NFL draft, speculation that the team would
look to deal either the pick, or incumbent quarterback Justin Fields, ran rampant.

READ MOREREAD MORE

 

Super Bowl buzz: Aaron Rodgers,Super Bowl buzz: Aaron Rodgers,
Raiders rumors are heating up on RadioRaiders rumors are heating up on Radio

RowRow

Put the whole NFL media in one place and
people are going to talk. Right now, they're

talking all about Aaron Rodgers to the
Raiders rumors. PHOENIX - After Tom
Brady's retirement, attention turned to

Why the Minnesota Vikings shouldWhy the Minnesota Vikings should
extend Kirk Cousins | Locked onextend Kirk Cousins | Locked on
Sports MinnesotaSports Minnesota

Minnesota will decide whether to extend
Cousins to a long team deal or let him
walk in free agency and turn elsewhere
to find their quarterback in 2023.
MINNEAPOLIS - Almost exactly one
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another veteran future Hall of Fame
quarterback expected to change teams this
offseason: Green Bay Packers quarterback

Aaron Rodgers.

READ MOREREAD MORE

year ago the Minnesota Vikings and
veteran quarterback Kirk Cousins
agreed on a one-year extension to keep
the 34-year-old signal caller around for
2022.

READ MOREREAD MORE

 

Could the Tennessee Titans trade up forCould the Tennessee Titans trade up for
the No. 1 pick? | Locked on Titansthe No. 1 pick? | Locked on Titans

Rumors are swirling that the Tennessee
Titans are looking to trade from No. 11 up

to No. 1 in the 2023 NFL Draft.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - The Chicago Bears
currently hold the No. 1 pick in the 2023
NFL draft, but with Justin Fields under

center for the foreseeable future it is open
season for QB-needy teams to try and

trade up for the pick.

READ MOREREAD MORE

Should Cleveland make a run atShould Cleveland make a run at
linebacker Bobby Wagner? |linebacker Bobby Wagner? |
Locked on BrownsLocked on Browns

Cleveland's defense struggled against
the run last season, could Bobby
Wagner be a big-time addition for new
DC Jim Schwartz? CLEVELAND - NFL
free agency saw another big name hit
the market over the weekend, with the
Los Angeles Rams and star linebacker
Bobby Wagner reportedly agreeing to
part ways.

READ MOREREAD MORE
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WATCH MOREWATCH MORE

Follow your favorite team every day with the #1 local NFL
podcasts for gridiron fans.
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